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SAMPLE ONLY Side Sewer Inspection Video located at: https://youtu.be/dAUudsTf0WY
Inside Out Building Inspection Inc. provides the service of sewer pipe video inspection. This inspection is to be used as a part of an information gathering process from an
unbiased third party. Through the process of Inspection our clients become better prepared to address the following problem: crushed lines, offset joints, broken lines, low
areas in the pipe, debris in the pipe and any other serious problems in the pipe. If such problems are not found, such an evaluation does not guarantee against future
problems from occurring. Inside Out Building Inspection Inc. should be used to spot such problems as listed but if these problems are identified a licensed plumber or
engineering professional should be contacted for repair, replacement or engineering decisions.
Any problem areas can be located by Inside Out Building Inspection Inc. Because there is a possibility that electrical or atmospheric outside influences can affect our
locator equipment, we do not guarantee the exact location. Excavation of such areas is done at your own risk and Inside Out Building Inspection Inc. cannot be held liable.
Our equipment is technologically advanced and our inspectors are trained experts; we guarantee that we will be diligent in our Inspection and give you our best effort.
Unless otherwise stated, all inspections are limited to point of entry out toward street. No portion of line prior to point of entry and/or additional connecting lines is
included in inspection. If a pump system exists, Inside Out Building Inspection Inc. does not inspect pumps and therefore holds no liability. Your sole remedy for any
dissatisfaction with our service is a refund of the price you have paid to Inside Out Building Inspection Inc.
"Items such as wipes, sanitary products and grease can clog toilets and pipes in your home, causing sewage to overflow in bathrooms and kitchens." For more information
on side sewer systems, visit http://www.seattle.gov/util/MyServices/DrainageSewer/YourPropertysSideSewer/index.htm
SAMPLE ONLY Side Sewer Inspection

There is grease and scaling of the cast iron pipe that we recommend be cleaned and reevaluated for condition of the line once debris is removed. The transition connection
between the cast iron and concrete has moderate root intrusion that needs to be treated/cut/hydrojetted. The condtion of the concrete line is moderate to severely
aggregated and there is evidence of channeling of the pipe. We recommend considering a line of the pipe from approximately 52' (transition from cast iron) to 98' in less
than 5 years. There is some buildup in the line and it appears that there are some flat portions of the line that are leading to effluent buildup. Recommend evaluation by a
qualified sewer contractor to discuss repair options.
We were unable to scope to the main connection due to the length of pipe and inability to get past a minor offset. We estimate approximately 5-10' of the line was left
prior to the main line connection. We would recommend installing a cleanout at the exterior to service the line. Cleanouts are recommended every 100'. Due to the repair
made to the cleanout in the laundry room, we did not access the line through the cleanout and instead opted to access through the roof vent. A more appropriate repair of
the cleanout access cap is recommended.

12/3/2020 4:20:43 PM

1' 11"

Access was made through the roof vent.

12/3/2020 4:21:23 PM

33' 2"

Scaling of cast iron pipe. Recommend degrease/hydrojet to remove scaling and re-scope to evaluate the condition.

12/3/2020 4:21:37 PM

41' 4"

Scaling of the cast iron pipe is in need of maintenance.

12/3/2020 4:21:54 PM

50' 5"

Transition from cast iron to concrete.

12/3/2020 4:22:03 PM
Moderate root intrusion. Recommend root cutting or hydro-jetting of these areas.

50' 9"

12/3/2020 4:22:13 PM

52' 7"

Some buildup at the line. Recommend cleaning by a qualified sewer contractor. Re-scope to evaluate condition of the line.

12/3/2020 4:22:43 PM

65' 10"

Moderate to severe aggregation of concrete pipe. Channeling has occurred at bottom of the pipe. Recommend considering
liner of the pipe in the near future (<5 yrs).

12/3/2020 4:23:07 PM

86' 4"

Moderate to severe aggregation of concrete pipe.

12/3/2020 4:23:27 PM

92' 8"

Moderate to severe aggregation of concrete pipe.

12/3/2020 4:23:39 PM

95' 10"

12/3/2020 4:23:50 PM

96' 3"

Some buildup at the line. Recommend cleaning by a qualified sewer contractor. Areas of severe aggregation in need of
repair.

12/3/2020 4:24:36 PM

97' 3"

Moderate to severe root intrusion. Recommend root cutting or hydro-jetting of these areas. Severe aggregation is in need of
repair.

12/3/2020 4:40:11 PM

129' 0"

Offset and length prevented getting to the main sewer connection. Located sone approximately 3-4" from the sewer
manhole cover located in the street. Approximately 8' below grade.

12/3/2020 4:41:17 PM

100' 7"

12/3/2020 4:41:27 PM

97' 2"

12/3/2020 4:42:56 PM

55' 7"

12/3/2020 4:43:08 PM

52' 3"

12/3/2020 4:43:19 PM

51' 8"

12/3/2020 4:44:12 PM

21' 9"

Rag in the line at the transition from the horizontal drain pipe to the vertical vent pipe. Recommend removal to prevent
clogging the line.

